Descendancy Narrative of Thibaut, Count de Blois (1936)

Thibaut, Count de Blois (1936) (André Roux: Scrolls from his personal genealogical research. The Number refers to the family branch numbers on his many scrolls, 112, 121, 122.) (Roderick W. Stuart, Royalty for Commoners in ISBN: 0-8063-1344-7 (1001 North Calvert Street, Baltimore, MD 21202, USA: Genealogical Publishing Company, Inc. 1992), Page 97, Line 133-35, Page 240, Line 340-35.). AKA: Thibaut, Count de Chartres (1936). Also Known As: Thibaut "Le Tricheur" (1936). AKA: Thibaut de Coucy (1936) Thibaut held Coucy from 956 to 058 when he was expelled by the Archbishop Artaud (P.D. Abbott, Provinces, Pays et Seigneuries de France in ISBN: 0-9593773-0-1 (Author at 266 Myrtleford, 3737, Australia: Priories Printers Pty. Ltd, Canterbury A.C.T., Australia, November, 1981), Page 36.). AKA: Thibaut, Comte de Laon (1936) Thibaut received the County of Laon in 946, when King Louis IV ceded Laon to Hughes "Le Grand" as part of the price of liberty. Laon was subsequently returned to Hughes, son of Roger II (Abbott, Page 42.). AKA: Thibaut, Count de Champagne (1936) Born: circa 904 at Orléanais, France, son of Thibaut, Vicomte de Troyes (6688) and Richilde de Bourges (6687). Married in 942: Hildebrante de Neustrie (1933), daughter of Robert I, King de France (1075) and Adèle=Aénis N? (7052) (Thibaut II was Hildebrante's second husband). Married between 0943 and 0944 at France: Leutgarde de Vermandois (1934), daughter of Herbert II, Count de Bourbon (6687). Married in 942: Hildebrante de Neustrie (1933), daughter of Robert I, King de France (1075) and Adèle=Aénis N? (7052) (Thibaut II was Hildebrante's second husband). Married between 0943 and 0944 at France: Leutgarde de Vermandois (1934), daughter of Herbert II, Count de Vermandois (1932) and Hildebrante de Neustrie (1933) (Thibaut was Leutgarde's second husband. Leutgarde=Adèle's father Herbert II gave Thibaut Provinces and other lands for this marriage) (Abbott, Pages 60.). Died: on 16 Jan 975 (Stuart, Page 97.).

1 Thibaut de Blois (17094) (Paul Thoroff, posts on the Genealogy Bulletin Board of the Prodigy Interactive Personal Service, was a member as of 5 April 1994, at which time he held the identification MPSES79A, until July, 1996. His main source was Europaseische Stammtafeln, 20 May 1995 at 21:50 Hours.). Born: circa 944, son of Thibaut, Count de Blois (1936) and Leutgarde de Vermandois (1934). Occupation: in 965 at Bourges, Cher, Berry, France, Hughes became the Archbishop of Bourges in 965. Died: in 985.


3 Eudes I, Count de Blois (2174) (André Roux: Scrolls, 122, 191.) (Data from Encyclopedia entry:) (Stuart, Page 97, Line 133-34.). AKA: Eudes, Count de Chartres (2174). AKA: Eudes de Châteaudun (2174). AKA: Eudes I, Count de Beauvais (2174). AKA: Eudes I, Count de Meaux (2174). AKA: Eudes, Count de Tours (2174). AKA: Count de Troyes (2174). Note : - Eudes I was the Count of Blois, Tours, Châteaudun and Chartres, which he inherited from his father. Upon the death of his uncle, Herbert "Le Vieux", Count de Vermandois, he got the county of Omois, together with control over the county of Reims and the Abbey of Saint-Médard at Soissons. Born: circa 945 at France, son of Thibaut, Count de Blois (1936) and Leutgarde de Vermandois (1934). Married before 969: Princess Berthe de Bourgogne (2175), daughter of Conrad I, King de Bourgogne (2174) and Princess Berthe de Bourgogne (2175). Died: on 15 Nov 1037 (Stuart, Page 97.).

3.1 Eudes II, Count de Blois (2178) (André Roux: Scrolls, 121, 122, 128.) (Stuart, Page 97, Line 133-33.). (Elizabeth M. Hallam, Capetian France: 987 - 1328 in ISBN: 0-582-48909-1 (Burnt Mill, Harlow, Essex, UK: Longman Group Ltd., 1980), Page 73.). AKA: Eudes, Châtelain de Beauvais (2178) (Abbott, Pages 30 - 31.). AKA: Eudes, Count de Champagne (2178). Also Known As: Eudes "Le Grand" (2178). Also Known As: Eudes, Comte de Troyes (2178), Eudes I, Count de Tours (2178). AKA: Eudes I, Comte de Sancerre (2178). Born: before 971 at France, son of Eudes I, Count de Blois (2174) and Princess Berthe de Bourgogne (2175). Eudes II is presumed to have been at least 15 years of age by the time his son Étienne I was born. Married circa 984: Mathilde de Normandie (2178), daughter of Richard I, Duke de Normandie (550) and Gonnor, Dame de Boves (549). Note - between 1015 and 1037: Eudes II was Count de Blois in 1015, and Count de Champagne in 1019. Helped by the strong intermittent attachment of Robert Le Pieux King of France to his mother Berthe de la Haute Bourgogne, Eudes II began to assemble a conglomeration of lands, later setting his sights on the Kingdom of Burgundy. In 1004, he added the Champagne lands around Reims and Provins to Blois, Tours, Chartres and Vendôme. In 1031, his support for Constance, widow of Robert Le Pieux was bought when she handed him half of Sens. He became a staunch agressor against King Henry I. Eudes II ceded the Countship of Beauvais to the bishop and the regalian rights thenceforth remained with the bishops, being as elsewhere, gradually taken over by the King. In 1037, while fighting in Lorraine, he was killed, and his lands were divided among his two sons: Theobald I who took Blois, and Stephen (Étienne) who was given Troyes and Meaux. The two sons now also took the part of Odo, King Henry's youngest brother who had been left landless, against the King himself. The King was victorious: Odo was captured, Stephen defeated and his ally, the Count of Vermandois was imprisoned. Married in 1020: Ermengarde d'Auvergne (2180), daughter of Robert II, Count d'Auvergne (1996) and Hermengarde de Provence (1995) (Ermengarde was Eudes II's second wife). Died: on 15 Nov 1037 (Stuart, Page 97.).

3.2 Thibaut II, Comte de Blois (17096) (Paul Thoroff, posts, 20 May 1995 at 21:50 Hours.). Born: before 970 at France, son of Eudes I, Count de Blois (2174) and Princess Berthe de Bourgogne (2175). Died: on 11 Jul 1004 Thibaut II became a priest.


3.4 Agnès de Blois (17182). Born: before 996, daughter of Eudes I, Count de Blois (2174) and Princess Berthe de Bourgogne (2175). Died: after 1003 Agnès was alive in the years 1001 and 1003.
4.1 Guillaume III, Comte de Poitou (6452) (Stuart, Page 66, Line 88-33.). (Paul Theroff, posts, 07 June 1995 at 14:11 Hours.) (Abbott, Pages 303, 402.). Also Known As: Guillaume "Le Grand" (6452). AKA: Guillaume V, Duke d'Aquitaine (6452). Born: circa 969, son of Guillaume IV, Duke d'Aquitaine (3785) and Emma de Blois (3778) (Stuart). Married circa 997: Almodis=Adèle de Gévaudan (11358), daughter of Étienne, Comte de Gévaudan (2497) and Adélaïde=Adèle d'Anjou (1453) (Almodis was Guillaume III's first wife). Married in 1011: Sanche de Gascongne (17690), daughter of Garcia I, Count de Castile (4473) and Sancha Abba de Ribagorza (4474) (Sanche was Guillaume III's second wife). Married in 1019: Agnès, Princess de Lombardei (6453), daughter of Otto-Guillaume, Duke de Bourgogne (2390) and Ermentrude de Reims (2391) (Guillaume's marriage to Agnès was his third). Died: on 31 Jan 1030 Guillaume died a monk (Stuart.).


4.3 Ebles d'Aquitaine (11375) (Paul Theroff, posts, 07 June 1995 at 14:11 Hours.). Married: between 990 and 995 at France, son of Guillaume IV, Duke d'Aquitaine (3785) and Emma de Blois (3778). Died: after 997.

5 Hildegarde de Blois (2172) (André Roux: Scrolls, 122, 184.) (Stuart, Page 184, Line 249-33.). Married Name: de Montmorency (2172). Married Name: de Châteaudun (2172). Born: before 955 at Orléanais, France, daughter of Thibaut, Count de Blois (13936) and Leutgarde de Vermandois (13934) (Hildegarde is presumed to have been at least 15 years of age by the time her son Thibault was born. Married before 970: Bouchard I, Baron de Montmorency (2173), son of Albric de Centumlioe (6531) and Eadhild, Princess of England (3760). MaterAlter: before 990 Geoffroi II/IV, Vicomte de Châteaudun (4138)/Hildegarde de Blois (2172) (Stuart, Page 185, Line 249-32.). Married before 990: Hughes I, Vicomte de Châteaudun (6976), son of Geoffroy = Gausfred II, Vicomte de Châteaudun (6978) and Hildegarde de Blois (6979). Married in 968 at Tours, Indre-et-Loire: Guillaume IV, Duke d'Aquitaine (3785), son of Ebles d'Aquitaine (11376) and Emma de Blois (11378). Married in 980: Philip I, Duke of Normandy (6450), son of Osric, Duke d'Anjou (11375) and Grisinde de Flandres (11377). Married circa 997: Hughes de Basset (3430), son of Geoffroy = Gausfred II, Vicomte de Châteaudun (6978) and Hildegarde de Blois (6979). Married in 1008: Hughes de Basset (3430), son of Geoffroy = Gausfred II, Vicomte de Châteaudun (6978) and Hildegarde de Blois (6979). Married in 1019: Agnès, Princess de Lombardei (6453), daughter of Otto-Guillaume, Duke de Bourgogne (2390) and Ermentrude de Reims (2391) (Guillaume's marriage to Agnès was his third). Died: on 31 Jan 1030 Guillaume died a monk (Stuart.).

6 Charlotte de Blois (3778) (Encyclopedia.) (Stuart, Page 240, Line 340-34.). Married Name: d'Aquitaine (3778). Born: in 951, daughter of Thibaut, Count de Blois (13936) and Leutgarde de Vermandois (13934). Married in 968 at Tours, Indre-et-Loire: Guillaume IV, Duke d'Aquitaine (3785), son of Guillaume=William I, Comte d'Aquitaine (3734) and Adéle de Normandie (11357). Died: on 1 Aug 1003.

5.1 Thibault, Seigneur de Monthéry (3406) (André Roux: Scrolls, 182.) (Stuart, Page 178, Line 241-34.). Married Name: de Montmorency (3429). Married Name: de Châteaudun (3429). Also Known As: Bouchard "Le Barbe" (3429). Born: before 981 at Montmorency, Ille de France, France, son of Bouchard I, Baron de Montmorency (2173) and Hildegarde de Blois (2172), Bouchard II was alive in the year 998. Married before 1020: Helvide de Basset (3430) (Helvide was the widow of Hughes de Basset when she married Bouchard II). Died: in 1020 (Abbott, Page 49.).

5.2 Bouchard II, Seigneur de Montmorency (3429) (André Roux: Scrolls, 184.) (Stuart, Page 21, Line 34-32.). Also Known As: Bouchard "Le Barbé" (3429). Born: before 981 at Montmorency, Ille de France, France, son of Bouchard I, Baron de Montmorency (2173) and Hildegarde de Blois (2172), Bouchard II was alive in the year 998. Married before 1020: Helvide de Basset (3430) (Helvide was the widow of Hughes de Basset when she married Bouchard II). Died: in 1020 (Abbott, Page 49.).


5.4 Mélisende, Vicomtesse de Châteaudun (4137) (André Roux: Scrolls, 211.) (Citing: Père Anselme, Histoire généalogique et chronologique de la Maison Royale de France, des Pair, Grands Officers de la Couronne et de la Maison du Roy: et des anciens Barons du Royaume, Collection H&G, (édition originale 1726-1733 et suppĺement de Potier de Courcy en 12 volumes), n.d., http://web.genealogie.free.fr/Les_dynasties/Les_dynasties_celebres/Liste_alphabetique.htm.). Married Name: de Mortagne-au-Perche (4137). Born: before 1006 at France, daughter of Hughes I, Vicomte de Châteaudun (6978) and Hildegarde de Blois (2172). Mélisende is presumed to have been at least 20 years of age when she died. Married before 1026: Ghémîn = Winin, Lord de Mortagne-au-Perche (4136), son of Guillaume I dit Talvas, Count de Bellême (775) and Mathilde, Dame de Condé-sur-Noireau (776). Died: in 1026.

6.1 Anslech de Montfort-sur-Risle (21487) (Abbott, Page 236.). (http://web.genealogie.free.fr/Les_dynasties, http://genealogiequebec.info/testphp/info.php?no=24319, 9 December 2008.). Married before 1090: Hrof Turstun (7625), son of Hrolf Turstun (7625) and Ermina le Coz d'Avranches (4474) (Sanche was Guillaume III's second wife). Married in 1019: Agnès, Princess de Lombardei (6453), daughter of Otto-Guillaume, Duke de Bourgogne (2390) and Ermentrude de Reims (2391) (Guillaume's marriage to Agnès was his third). Died: on 31 Jan 1030 Guillaume died a monk (Stuart.).

6.2 Ansfried, Count d'Hiesmer (7623) (Stuart, Page 211, Line 295-36.). Also Known As: Ansfried "The Dane" (7623). AKA: Ansfred I Rollosson (7623) (Source is from a note posted on the Genealogy Electronic Bulletin Board of the Prodigy Interactive Personal Service a computer online service, by Phil Currie [Prodigy ID#BVPW17A], posted under Subject "La Zouch", 16 July 1997 at 00:30 Hours.). Born: circa 937, son of Hrolf Turstan (7625) and Charlotte de Blois (7626). According to Stuart, Ansfried was alive in the year 978, and Ansfried is said to have been a nephew of Duke Rollo (Genealogy BB of Prodigy Svcs., by Phil Currie [Prodigy ID#BVPW17A], posted under Subject "La Zouch", 16 July 1997 at 00:30 Hours.). Married circa 962: Hélloé, Comtesse de Beulac (7624), daughter of Godfrey=Ginbert, Comte de Beulac (22800) and N? N? (22801). Died: after 978 (Stuart, Page 211, Line 295-36.).

Paul Theroff, posts on the Genealogy Electronic Bulletin Board of the Prodigy Interactive Personal Service, was a member as of 5 April 1994, at which time he held the identification MPSE79A, until July, 1996. His main source was Europaseische Stammtafeln.

Source is from a note posted on the Genealogy Electronic Bulletin Board of the Prodigy Computer online services., n.d.


_________. *no title in no series* (n.p.: n.pub., n.d.).

_________. *Personal Research. References with "FHL" numbers refer to the microfilm number available from the Family Home Library headquartered in Salt Lake City, with local branches. in no series* (n.p.: n.pub., n.d.).